
Society

People are controlled  I was watching the news and the 
government seemed to be 
controlling everyone, using the 
advantage of authority 

People are born into society 

I was born in to society  Individuals make important 
decisions 

 I made a small decision to change 
a problem, so as a individual I made 
a impact in society  People are selfish 

I got pushed by someone because I 
was apparently in their way 

ValuesPeople are ranked from their 
possession 

 I’ve walked down a street and saw 
a homeless person and everyone 
didn’t even look at them as they 
walked by as if they weren’t even 
there

Individuals are culturally based on 
their own culture not others 

A mutual friend of mine has a 
culture that they are based on and 
doesn’t have that much interest in 
others cultures and will cited upon 
that 

People act against each other when 
they aren’t on the same idea 
pathway 

 I told my friend that I want to do 
something that relates to my idea 
and she wanted the opposite and 
that had an impact on our ‘society’

Beliefs 

Beliefs can cause arguments I heard two people arguing about 
what religion they believe in 

Beliefs are opinions 

 I told my friends that ‘I believe that 
sushi is the best food ever’, she 
then said ‘In my opinion sushi is 
delicious’

Religions spilt up people  A mutual friend of mine got told to 
only believe in one religion many 
times and I think religions are 
getting pestering and spitting up 
society 

My worldview Time

Time is the fundamental of your day I was doing an activity then I 
realized that the time that I had 
been given to complete that activity 
was over then I had to stop what I 
was doing

Time seems short

 I have played outside and suddenly 
the sun sets at 5pm, it felt like I 
didn’t have any time in the dayBe on time 

I’m on time for school

Economy

Money makes everything fun

 I went to a trampoline park and the 
only to actually get inside I had to 
pay money, since I had money I 
went in and had fun

Losing money affects your rank in 
society 

 I left money from my wallet in a 
mall and I couldn’t pay for what I 
wanted to purchase

Money is effective on your life

I’ve been to many places and done 
many things because I have money

Geography 

Climate is cold in canada
I got a present from my family in 
California and the present was a 
super think coat for winter (when I 
got the present the climate was 
sunny)

Northern provinces are cold

My grandad lives in Ontario and a 
snowstorm struck he had to stay 
inside or else he might get frostbite

Continents are blended sources of 
culture

I toke a glance at a globe and I 
realized that there a multiple 
countries in a continent, which 
makes it so continents hold the 
sharing area of culture

Knowledge 

School is a source of knowledge 

I went to school and I’ve learned 
many things that are educational  People have different opinions 

about knowledge When people vote for a government 
they vote on how they have been 
taught, people can tend to think 
that only what they have been 
taught is the right way

People develop knowledge from 
other people or things

I got taught a very valuable thing 
from my peers and I’ve gotten 
knowledge about certain topic 
about the world


